Abstract—Bitcoin is gaining traction as an alternative store of value. Its market capitalization transcends all other cryptocurrencies in the market. But its high monetary value also makes it an attractive target to cyber criminal actors. Hacking campaigns usually target the weakest points in an ecosystem. In Bitcoin, these are currently the exchange platforms. As each exchange breach potentially decreases Bitcoin’s market value by billions, it is a threat not only to direct victims, but to everyone owning Bitcoin. Based on an extensive analysis of 36 breaches of Bitcoin exchanges, we show the attack patterns used to exploit Bitcoin exchange platforms using an industry standard for reporting intelligence on cyber security breaches. Based on this we are able to provide an overview of the most common attack vectors, showing that all except three hacks were possible due to relatively lax security. We also show that while the security regimen of Bitcoin exchanges is not on par with other financial service providers, the use of stolen credentials, which does not require any hacking, is decreasing. We also show that the amount of BTC taken during a breach is decreasing, as well as the exchanges that terminate after being breached. With exchanges being targeted by nation-state hacking groups, security needs to be a first concern.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With an average market capitalization of 136 billion USD over the last two years [1], Bitcoin transcends all other currencies in the cryptocurrency market space. Similar to other currencies, security is a critical property in securing its role as a store of value, unit of account and means of exchange. Owners have to be confident that they won’t lose their funds or they will withdraw them. While the developers of Bitcoin’s reference implementation, Bitcoin Core, acknowledge that certain attack vectors exist [2], their probability is low as long as honest Bitcoin nodes together control more processing power than any group of attacker nodes [3]. Due to its implementation of a stack of cryptographic technologies, Bitcoin is a safe and reliable digital currency in its core. This paper will not review fundamental attacks on Bitcoin’s distributed ledger technology, but considers another type of attack that has been proven most lucrative and continues to be.

A high value asset makes a high value attack target. The security of Bitcoin is also dependent on the ecosystem that has emerged around it. This consists of exchange platforms, payment service providers, wallet providers, mining pools and other intermediaries. Each of these is part of a fabric spun around Bitcoin which unlocks its potential to a broader user base, but consequently introduces additional threat vectors. Cyber criminal actors generally target the weakest points in the ecosystem. In the Bitcoin ecosystem, these are currently the centralized exchanges. These act as a broker, allowing users to sell cryptocurrencies for fiat currency (legal tender) or to exchange the latter for cryptocurrency against a commission. Attacks on their platforms are feasible because in contrast to conventional stock exchanges, they do store currencies traded or exchanged by their clients.

This contradicts the original Bitcoin proposition as a decentralized currency, in which ownership depends on knowledge of the public-private key pair. The keys are the money: “not your keys, not your Bitcoin” [4]. However many owners deposit their Bitcoin with the exchange, which acts as a custodian. A compelling offer for users such as active traders requiring quick and easy access to their funds, which also creates a false sense of security to users less informed about the security aspects of Bitcoin ownership. In this approach control of funds is essentially outsourced to or centralized at the exchange. While legal ownership is non-transferable, the public-private key pair that implies ownership of BTC remains with the exchange. According to recent reporting, the biggest exchange holds 966,230 BTC in custody, worth 7.19 billion USD at the moment of writing [5]. Exchanges must implement bank-level security to avoid successful cyber attacks and to safeguard funds, but have failed to do so as proven by the breaches in our analysis.

Bitcoin that are not actively being traded should be stored in cold storage. The hardware wallet is the best-known and most end-user friendly solution for cold storage. While the transfer of user funds to cold storage is a security best practice for exchanges, they keep funds in hot storage in order to provide for quick exchange or withdrawal by legitimate users. With hot wallets being directly connected to the Internet and running as an ongoing process to rapidly meet liquidity requirements, they introduce the risk of exchange platforms...
losing Bitcoin through exploitation of unknown vulnerabilities in their infrastructure. Cyber security is not top of mind in the development process of many start-up technology companies, which most centralized exchange platforms still are. This has resulted in frequent reports of clients’ funds getting lost due to breaches. According to a March 2019 report from the United Nations Security Council, cryptocurrency exchanges are even targeted by sophisticated nation-state hacking groups in order to fund nuclear weapons programs [6].

With BTC market capitalization growing over time, attention to exchange platform security must grow in importance. As each incident potentially decreases market value by billions, security breaches are a threat not only to exchanges and their customers, but to every Bitcoin owner.

Our systematic study of Bitcoin exchange breaches provides the following take-aways and contributions:

- We show that most Bitcoin exchanges were breached through relatively straightforward attack vectors.
- We found that while attack vectors overlap with breaches of other financial service providers, the actual exfiltration of funds is unique to Bitcoin exchanges.
- We demonstrate that over recent years the sophistication of the vectors used to breach exchanges has increased.
- We found that while the amount of BTC stolen per breach decreased, the USD yield is higher due to an increased BTC-USD exchange rate.
- We demonstrate that the age of breached exchanges is increasing.
- We show that over recent years more exchanges tend to survive after a breach, but details on the attack vector used are shared decreasingly.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of related work on Bitcoin exchange security. Section 3 provides an overview of the Cyber Threat Intelligence field and the Vocabulary for Event Recording and Incident Sharing. Section 4 describes the methodology of our analysis. Section 5 presents the results from our analysis. Section 6 describes the limitations of our research. Section 7 summarizes our findings.

II. RELATED WORK

Several authors have focused on theoretical attacks on the Bitcoin network. The extensive research of Conti et al. has delivered a reference article on security and privacy concerns regarding Bitcoin. Their article focuses on various attack types such as double spending, Finney, brute force, Vector 76 and Goldfinger attacks [7]. They also cover the various countermeasures for these attacks. Lim et al. have also focused on security threats to Bitcoin such as DDoS attacks against exchanges, Bitcoin mining malware and extortion [8]. Feder et al. have looked at the impact of DDoS attacks on the now defunct Mt. Gox exchange. They found that on days following DDoS attacks, trading volume significantly decreased, specifically caused by a drop in large volume trades [9].

With regards to the risks introduced by Bitcoin exchanges in particular, Moore et al. have looked at various risk factors that have influenced the closure of Bitcoin exchanges between 2010 and 2015 [10]. They found that nearly half of the exchanges in their dataset have closed due to fraud attempts and security breaches. While they mention Bitcoin exchanges as the scope of their dataset, their analysis does also include services that did not support Bitcoin, e.g. Ripple. Their analysis is particularly useful, as they have analyzed the relationship between the presence of security-related features such as multiple factor authentication, bug bounties and exchange closure. Their dataset is however a bit outdated. They also have more of an economic focus on the exchange ecosystem and focus less on the actual security problems through which breaches have occurred. With regards to the cyber threats to Bitcoin exchanges specifically, several online resources that provide unstructured overviews of breaches exist. [11], [12].

Various authors have focused on the topics Bitcoin exchanges and Bitcoin security independently of each other. However we did not find any peer-reviewed contributions on the cyber security of exchange platforms. As far as we are aware, any significant academic analysis of a corpus of Bitcoin exchange breaches has not been performed, which we consider the main contribution of our research.

III. CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE

Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) is an umbrella term for the analysis of cyber security breaches and their tools, tactics and procedures (TTPs). It aims to provide actionable information to drive cyber security decision-making in order to avoid getting attacked with TTPs that were already disclosed. As there are many cyber threats around which are not all relevant to each organization, CTI aims to provide an understanding of the threats relevant to an organization and its assets. In this paper we focus on cyber threats to Bitcoin exchanges.

The CTI process strives to gain an information advantage on adverserial events to an organization’s information systems. Threats are real if they are able to successfully exploit a vulnerability, leading to a normally negative real-world impact. The malicious actor needs to have the capability and opportunity to exploit that vulnerability and the intent to do bad things. Commonly heard attack vectors like ransomware, Denial of Service attacks, SQL injection and phishing can have a different impact for each individual organization as these depend on particularities specific to their technical environment.

Several frameworks to understand cyber threats in context exist, such as STRIDE, CAPEC, ATT&CK and VERIS. They each have their own distinct use case. STRIDE, a mnemonic for Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service, Elevation of Privilege, is useful to understand how threats can impact an information system in several ways [13]. CAPEC is useful for analysis of software exploit methods [14], whereas ATT&CK is proven to be useful to inform security analytics and understand malware trends [15]. For our analysis we have used VERIS, which is used for post-breach assessments.
A. Vocabulary for Event Recording and Incident Sharing (VERIS)

The Vocabulary for Event Recording and Incident Sharing (VERIS) is a CTI standard open-sourced by Verizon [16]. Of all efforts that exist to systematize the conversation on cyber security and exchange information, VERIS has become the industry standard for strategic CTI. It is targeted towards strategic CTI as it is meant for reporting that informs strategic, longer-term decision making to prioritize security investments based on risk appetite. Four indicators present in every cyber security incident form the basis of how VERIS is structured: the Action used to breach the asset, the Actor who breached the asset, the compromised Asset, the security Attribute (confidentiality, integrity or availability) that was affected.

Analysis of TTPs in a set of cyber security breaches can provide an understanding of how attackers target an industry such as Bitcoin exchanges. VERIS provides for structured analysis as it translates the narrative of individual incidents into a structured form. The most well-known example of VERIS in use on a multiple-industry level is the annual Verizon Data Breach Incident Report (DBIR), which has become the industry-standard reference for intelligence on developments in the cyber threat landscape [17]. Breach data from a large body of industry and public sector organizations is used as the source for the report. Publicly disclosed breaches are also recorded in the VERIS Community Database, available on Github [18].

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section the methods applied in the collection of our dataset of Bitcoin exchange breaches and their successive classification using VERIS are discussed. In this paper we use Bitcoin to refer to the Bitcoin distributed ledger and technology stack. BTC is used to designate units of account, e.g. when referring to the amount stolen in a particular breach.

A. Data Collection

1) Exchange Breaches: We have gathered our dataset in November 2019 using Google Custom Search JSON API queries for bitcoin exchange breaches and bitcoin exchange thefts. Based on word frequency analysis, we identified 36 incidents of breached exchange platforms, which were cross-checked against media reporting. Our analysis is concentrated on Bitcoin exchanges. Based on our criteria we only included technical security breaches of exchanges which focus either on Bitcoin trading exclusively or combined with other cryptocurrencies. Exchanges not supporting Bitcoin and exchanges without reported breaches are not included in our dataset. In some breaches of multi-currency platforms, other currencies than Bitcoin were stolen as well. In those cases we include the amount of BTC stolen according to official reports. Our dataset does not include any decentralized exchanges for peer-to-peer trading, hash-power marketplaces or online wallet services.

2) Financial Services Breaches: In order to compare Bitcoin exchange breaches with breaches of other financial service providers such as banks, we have used the VERIS Community Database (VCDB). This public dataset includes VERIS-formatted, annotated reports of publicly disclosed cyber security breaches in various industries. It is audited by the VERIS Risk team at Verizon and also used as input for their annual report. At the time of writing the database includes 8346 incidents, updated daily. Based on the VERIS taxonomy, it allows to filter for data breaches that occurred with organizations offering financial services. We have used the JSON objects of validated incidents, which are manually checked for validity by Verizon [19]. The VCDB captures incidents recorded from 2012 and is thus aligned with the time period covered by our dataset of exchange breaches, allowing for a uniform comparison. We have checked whether incidents from our exchange breach dataset are recorded in VCDB, however no overlap existed.

3) Trade Volumes: We have gathered data on daily exchange trade volumes from a public API offered by CoinGecko [20]. While CoinGecko is one of the few overview websites that normalizes data in order to account for exchanges reporting fake volume, currently no publicly available dataset exists that fully accounts for exchanges reporting fake volume data. This is a known problem of the exchange ecosystem [5]. For this reason, this data was only used to analyze post-breach impact as reported by exchanges in B5 of section VI.

B. Classification of Breaches

For our analysis we have focused on the Action category of VERIS. The VERIS taxonomy also has an Actor category, but rarely are breaches of Bitcoin exchange platforms attributed to designated actor groups. The Asset category is not used because for each exchange breach, the Server asset would qualify as the platforms in our dataset are online outlets exclusively. In case of another financial service provider like a bank, the breached asset can also be an ATM for example. The Attribute category affected would always be Confidentiality and Integrity, as we have not recorded Denial of Service attacks affecting platform availability.

The analysis of Bitcoin exchange breaches has proven to be onerous as the sharing of information tends to be quite scarce and is getting even more scarce over recent years. For our analysis, security breaches were included in our dataset according to the criteria by Verizon. The entry must be a confirmed security incident, with a loss of confidentiality, integrity, or availability [17]. In the case of our analysis, we also chose to only include officially disclosed breaches, meaning they were announced through official communication channels maintained by the particular exchange. Press releases, but also messages from the official Twitter channel or posts on bitcointalk.org from confirmed accounts of exchange staff. We provide references to each source.

Breaches were classified to a threat action category and variety according to the information we had on the initial point and means of entry, as this provides for an overview
of the attack surfaces of Bitcoin exchanges. As in some cases official sources only reported a successful hacking attempt and lack further detail, we have not identified the sub-variety of Hacking to stay close to the official incident report. Also, in some cases the amount of BTC stolen is not reported. In other cases, a cyber security breach is the official account, but heavy rumors about a cover-up such as an exit scam exist. Because we want our analysis to be a valid but accurate reflection of the current state of the Bitcoin exchange ecosystem, we have included this in italic in the Attack Method column of Table 1. We refer to the URLs used for the coding of each breach.

V. Analysis Of Bitcoin Exchange Breaches

In this section we will discuss the observations from our dataset of Bitcoin exchange breaches. We have analyzed 36 incidents of breaches, through which at least 1,156,399 BTC were stolen from their legitimate owners. Table 1 and Figure 1 provide additional insight into the dataset and our analysis.

Figure 1 is a bubble chart representation of the dataset. Exchange breaches are plotted on the X axis by year of compromise. The Y axis indicates the age of the exchange at the time of the incident. Each bubble represents a breach, whereas the line color represents the attack vector used and the bubble diameter the amount of BTC stolen. Figure 1 shows two interesting patterns in particular. The amount of BTC stolen in breaches has decreased in recent years. It also shows that the age at which an exchange gets breached has increased. Furthermore the figure shows that the TTPs deployed in breaches of exchange platforms have developed from trivial exploitation of functionality or vulnerabilities to other hacking vectors.

Table 1 provides an overview of the breaches recorded in our dataset. The Launch and Breach columns denote when an exchange was first opened and breached subsequently. BTC how much BTC were lost, USD the loss in USD based on the average exchange rate in the breach month [21]. Action and Variety how the attack vector used is classified within VERIS. In the Attack column, we have placed references to the sources used for the VERIS classification of each breach and further analysis in this section. The information in this column is based on reporting on forensic investigation by the breached party. When not available, we have drawn on reports from secondary sources such as media, emphasized in italic. Closed denotes whether an exchange closed as result of a breach. The asterisk indicates termination after a subsequent breach.

The most occurring varieties in our dataset of Bitcoin exchange breaches are: Unknown (12), Use of stolen credentials (6) and Abuse of functionality (5). In the sections below we will discuss the observations for these breach varieties, as well as our findings with regards to their impact.

A. Analysis Of Attack Vectors

1) Increase of Unknown variety indicates decrease in disclosure of breach details: While we were able to identify the attack vector for most of the breaches in the first half of the time frame covered by our dataset, in recent years the communication of the TTPs used to breach exchanges has gotten more fuzzy. Of the 36 incidents recorded in our dataset, the specific attack vector remains unknown in 15 cases. Of these 15 cases, 9 appear in the last three years. In none of the latter cases, details on the vector through which the exchange was breached was not publicly disclosed.

While over recent years less exchanges terminate after a breach and theoretically better able to provide better incident response information, they often tend not to. While in the early years full details were usually not available due to the exchange going out of business (from 2011 until 2015, only 13.3% of breach methods remained undisclosed), over the last years exchanges survive but do seem to share less details out of concerns for their reputation. It is known that for various reasons, organizations are hesitant to share details on security breaches [22]. Other financial service organizations tend to exert more openness about breaches. One example of this is the hacking operation of Bangladesh Bank, which was disclosed officially by SWIFT [23], as well cyber security vendors [24]. This is partially explained by the fact that traditional financial institutions are subject to strict breach notification regulations such as the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 and the European General Data Protection Regulation. However, based on the information recorded in Table 1, a trend of exchanges getting less transparent over the last couple of years can be observed.

2) Decrease in Use of Stolen Credentials variety: The use of stolen credentials (Stolen Creds in VERIS terminology) is the method of choice in most of the early attacks in our dataset. In this type of attack the malicious actor has breached the exchange platform and consequently exfiltrated funds by using privileged credentials. While this type of breach does not involve exploitation of a vulnerability or another form of abuse, it is a cyber security breach because it affects system confidentiality and integrity.

Six exchanges in our dataset were breached through the use of stolen credentials, all of which occurred from 2011 up until 2016. In June 2011 Mt. Gox was breached with a compromised administrator account. More than 24,000 BTC were stolen from Bitfloor after the attacker managed to obtain credentials from their cloud provider to gain access to an unencrypted backup of a wallet used for cold storage. One explanation for the feasibility of this type attack is password reuse, because end users recycle the same password or variants of the same password through multiple online services.

After Unknown hacking, the use of stolen credentials is the biggest hacking vector in our dataset of Bitcoin exchange breaches (17%). The same goes for other financial services recorded in the VCDB, in which for 24 of a total 158 incidents this vector is employed (15%). Based on this data, both verticals are targeted and consequently exploited using the same methodology. However, where in traditional financial services stolen user credentials are mostly used to steal funds from individual users, the exchanges in our dataset were breached with administrative credentials, which provide
Fig. 1. Timeline of Bitcoin exchange breaches with respective attack vectors and BTC stolen

instant access to funds of multiple users. The fact that the use of stolen credentials is decreasing over recent years indicates that exchanges have increased their security hygiene.

3) Decrease in Abuse of Functionality variety: Abuse of functionality was the attack vector of choice in 5 breaches. Just like Use of stolen creds, this method does exploit a platform’s access mechanisms. However, rather than the exploitation of a technical vulnerability, the attacker effectively abuses native functionality in the exchange’s platform or that of its hosting partner, which was implemented to meet a legitimate use case.

This vector was dominant among breaches of early movers in the exchange ecosystem, breached between 2011 and 2014. At the same time this observation is in accordance with a general trend observed in cyber attacks. Over the past years, attackers tend not to deploy malware or custom exploits. If not necessary to accomplish their objectives, they prefer to use functionality native to a target system. This way they are “living off the land” (LOTL). While LOTL attacks are employed both by low-level and sophisticated actors, their feasibility by the misuse of native features usually implies lax monitoring or security audits at the side of the victim. Our dataset records 5 data breaches through abuse of functionality, which is 14% of the total. In VCDB, this is recorded in just 2 incidents, which is only 1.29% of incidents recorded for the financial services industry.

4) Relatively limited deployment of advanced methods: As discussed in earlier sections, most exchanges in our dataset were breached using relatively straightforward attack vectors. Only three exchanges were compromised through the use of advanced techniques. Cryptsy was breached due to the exploitation of an intentionally placed backdoor in an open-source software dependency. After a malicious actor took over ownership of the development of Lucky7Coin, he was able to place an IRC backdoor into the wallet code base, allowing full and unlimited access to funds stored in the wallet [64]. Gate.io was breached due to a breach at Statcounter, which allowed attackers to place code in the visitor counting script used by Gate.io. Both were targeted attacks, as they were the only instance in which this specific vulnerability in the dependency was exploited. Furthermore the breach of Bitstamp in January 2015 involved multi-staged and targeted malware according to leaked post-mortem reporting. Apart from these cases, the exchanges in our dataset were hacked with relatively straightforward vectors. Especially given the considerable financial impact, this is a characteristic unique to Bitcoin exchanges. If the breach methods are not advanced, it implies the level of technical security is very low. And if security of an exchange platform is low, the company will not be able to keep up against the sophisticated nation state actors by which they are targeted, as mentioned in the introduction.

B. Analysis of impact

1) Same vectors, different outcomes: In the sections above we have found that the vectors used to breach Bitcoin exchanges are similar to those targeting financial institutions. The real world outcomes are however very different. Where attackers targeting Bitcoin exchanges are always motivated to exfiltrate funds, this is less the case in breaches of traditional financial institutions. According to the DBIR 2019, in 43%
The impact of a breach is significantly decreased if the attacker makes them more difficult to breach. This potential financial consequence highlights the importance of cyber security hygiene, as the offline nature of cold wallets makes them much safer than hot storage. For example, Bitfinex (52000 USD) and Coinsecure (438547 USD) reportedly had their cold storage breached. Storing only the wallet on which the private keys are stored securely is considered good practice.

互联网，私钥可以通过入侵服务器来获取。这些攻击将存储私钥的冷钱包暴露给攻击者。虽然这些攻击的TTPs重叠，但结果和影响之间的差异很大，因为这些类型的组织之间的资金流量和安全措施存在巨大差异。

2) Hot wallets remain the weak spot: Except for 2 cases, in all breaches the funds exfiltrated by the hackers were stored in a hot wallet. Because these wallets are connected to the Internet, private keys can be obtained by breaching the server on which the wallet is stored. Only BTER and Coinsecure reportedly had their cold storage breached. Storing only as much funds as necessary in hot storage is considered good cyber security hygiene, as the offline nature of cold wallets makes them more difficult to breach. This potential financial impact of a breach is significantly decreased if the attacker is only able to compromise hot storage with a constrained amount of funds required to meet liquidity needs.

Our dataset shows that hot storage only provides security when implemented correctly. In the early years, exchanges went insolvent after a breach because they stored practically all funds in hot storage. Recently, regulatory frameworks imposing strict requirements on the custody of exchanges have been introduced in many jurisdictions. The Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission is one of the first movers among global financial regulators with new regulation. As of November 2019, it requires Hong Kong-based platforms to store 98% of assets in cold wallets and 2% in hot wallets. It also requires platforms to minimize the number of transactions from cold wallets and to insure funds to cover for a hack. Furthermore, several leaders in the cryptocurrency ecosystem have established the Cryptocurrency Certification Consortium (C4), which has released the CryptoCurrency Security Standard. This standard provides guidance to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Launch</th>
<th>Breach</th>
<th>Exchange</th>
<th>BTC</th>
<th>USD</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Attack method</th>
<th>Closed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010-07</td>
<td>2011-06</td>
<td>Mt. Gox</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>40,250</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Use of stolen creds</td>
<td>admin account breach</td>
<td>yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-04</td>
<td>2011-08</td>
<td>MyBitcoin</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>102,500</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Abuse of functionality</td>
<td>programming error</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-09</td>
<td>2012-03</td>
<td>Bitcointa</td>
<td>43,543</td>
<td>213,415</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Exploit vulnerability</td>
<td>Linode breach</td>
<td>yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-09</td>
<td>2012-05</td>
<td>Bitcoinnica</td>
<td>18,547</td>
<td>96,444</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Abuse of functionality</td>
<td>Rackspace PW recovery</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-04</td>
<td>2012-05</td>
<td>BitMarket.eu</td>
<td>19,980</td>
<td>103,896</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Abuse of functionality</td>
<td>SSH account hacked</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-02</td>
<td>2012-09</td>
<td>Bitfloor</td>
<td>24,086</td>
<td>298,666</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Use of stolen creds</td>
<td>unencrypted wallet backup</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-08</td>
<td>2013-03</td>
<td>BitInstant</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>92,907</td>
<td>Social Elicitation</td>
<td>DNS hijack, registrar social engineering</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-03</td>
<td>2013-03</td>
<td>Mercado Bitcoin</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>372,000</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Abuse of functionality</td>
<td>coupon functionality hijacked</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-08</td>
<td>2013-09</td>
<td>Coinsecure</td>
<td>4385</td>
<td>4,049,354</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>account takeover, OVA breach</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-07</td>
<td>2013-11</td>
<td>Bitcash.cz</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>584,765</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>web interface compromised</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-01</td>
<td>2013-11</td>
<td>Bidextreme.pl</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-07</td>
<td>2014-02</td>
<td>Mt. Gox</td>
<td>850,000</td>
<td>487,815,000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>insider involvement</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-01</td>
<td>2014-03</td>
<td>Poloniex</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>43,136</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Abuse of functionality</td>
<td>race condition</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-03</td>
<td>2014-07</td>
<td>Cryptsy</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5,895,000</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Use of backdoor or C2</td>
<td>backdoor in dependency</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-01</td>
<td>2015-01</td>
<td>Bitstamp</td>
<td>18,866</td>
<td>4,122,221</td>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>Downloader</td>
<td>sophisticated malware attack</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-06</td>
<td>2015-01</td>
<td>796 Exchange</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>218,500</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>compromised &quot;certain weakness&quot;</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-01</td>
<td>2015-02</td>
<td>BTER</td>
<td>7,170</td>
<td>1,821,897</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>breach of cold wallet</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-06</td>
<td>2015-02</td>
<td>Cavirtex</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Use of stolen creds</td>
<td>PW hashes, 2FA secrets exposed</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-02</td>
<td>2015-03</td>
<td>AllCrypt</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9,764</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>brute forced tech staff email</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-01</td>
<td>2015-03</td>
<td>Cryptonite</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,465</td>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>Exploit vulnerability</td>
<td>race condition in trading engine</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-01</td>
<td>2015-03</td>
<td>Cointrade</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-07</td>
<td>2016-04</td>
<td>BitQuick</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>SQLi</td>
<td>update feature SQL injection</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-07</td>
<td>2016-04</td>
<td>ShapeShift.io</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>141,278</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Use of stolen creds</td>
<td>insider involvement</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-07</td>
<td>2016-05</td>
<td>Gatecoin</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>132,225</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>multisig cold wallet</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-01</td>
<td>2016-08</td>
<td>Bitfinex</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>68,868,000</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>API signing key exploit</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-01</td>
<td>2016-11</td>
<td>Bitcurex</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>1,707,750</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>API signing key exploit</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-01</td>
<td>2017-04</td>
<td>Yapizon</td>
<td>3,816</td>
<td>5,158,850</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>insider involvement</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-01</td>
<td>2016-08</td>
<td>Bitfinex</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>68,868,000</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>API signing key exploit</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-09</td>
<td>2012-05</td>
<td>Gatecoin</td>
<td>5,966</td>
<td>39,585,603</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>3 hot wallets hacked</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-05</td>
<td>2018-10</td>
<td>Maplechange</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50,927</td>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>Exploit vulnerability</td>
<td>race condition, exit scam</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-07</td>
<td>2018-11</td>
<td>Gate.io</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-11</td>
<td>2019-03</td>
<td>DragonEx</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>553,811</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>API keys and 2FA secrets</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-07</td>
<td>2019-05</td>
<td>Binance</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>59,908,100</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>API keys and 2FA secrets</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-01</td>
<td>2019-07</td>
<td>BitPoint</td>
<td>1,225</td>
<td>12,350,450</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>API keys and 2FA secrets</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* the asterisk in the Closed column indicates closure after a subsequent breach
cryptocurrency companies to implement information security frameworks such as ISO 27001.

The above provides a representation of growing technical security maturity of Bitcoin exchange platforms. It does not require much technical sophistication to put an exchange platform online, as one can build on various widely-available open source components. However keeping such infrastructure secure takes significant resources and only a limited pool of people has the knowledge and experience of exchange security. The sophisticated threat actors targeting exchanges however invest ample time to find a vulnerability that provides them with a foothold. And they only need one in order to further escalate their access level.

3) Decreased exchange closure due to breaches: Being breached was equal to insolvency and subsequently closing down in most of the first incidents recorded in our dataset of breached Bitcoin exchanges. However over recent years, this is not the case anymore. In most recent cases, exchanges resumed business after a period of ceased trading post-breach. This is only partially good news for owners of Bitcoin. In some cases stolen BTC were reimbursed on a 1:1 basis (Binance, BitPoint), but in other cases the exchange refunded a fixed percentage of BTC (Zaif, DragonEx). More controversial is the issuing of “IOU” (“I Owe You”) tokens by Bitfinex and Yapizon, as these tokens serve as non-negotiable, informal measures of debt and thus are not redeemable for the actual value lost in BTC or USD.

In all cases, it is an improvement that customers are not left absolutely empty-handed after a breach. Our dataset includes exchanges paying out of pocket for this such as Binance’s user asset fund [68], as well as selling the company in order to raise enough money [69]. Moore et al. [10] have argued that high-volume exchanges have a better chance to continue operations after a breach. This is interesting, as the bigger exchanges might have deeper pockets for security spending and thus to fend off cyber attacks. This would drive rational customers to large platforms, which indeed shows both in the trading volume (CoinGecko) and the amount of BTC held in custody [5]. This is however also contrary to the decentralized philosophy described by Satoshi Nakamoto in the Bitcoin whitepaper.

4) Amount of BTC seized per breach is decreasing, relative USD yield increasing: As it can be observed from Figure 1 and Table 1, over the last few years the relative amount of BTC stolen as part of exchange security breaches has decreased. Seizures exceeding 10,000 BTC were not uncommon in the early years, however this has decreased significantly in 2018 and 2019. Table 1 also shows that over recent years, the relative USD yield has increased, which is a logical result of the increased BTC-USD exchange rate. Table 1 shows that in the early years of our dataset, big amounts of BTC were taken through relatively low-level hacking vectors. Over recent years attack vectors have become more complex and less lucrative when simply considering BTC quantity. This could be the result of improved security best practices by exchange platforms, as well as improved incident response practices. Temporarily terminating withdrawal and trading functionality post-breach has become a common practice, as well as requesting other exchanges to which the hackers diverted BTC to freeze those.

5) No impact on trading post-breach: We have also found that in 4 recent breaches, the trading activity on the platform was not impacted. Figure 2 shows the reported trading volume 60 days before and 60 days after breach disclosure.

According to a report by Bitwise for the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission [5], most Bitcoin exchange platforms operate wash trades or report fake inflated volume in order to increase attractiveness and exposure on market overview websites. This results in many cryptocurrency market overview websites reporting fake volume due to fabricated input data. Historical trading volume data is not available for all exchange platforms, certainly not for those out of business. We have used data available from CoinGecko for exchanges which did not close after a breach as only then data is available. Although we had only BTC trade volume data available from 4 exchange platforms (Zaif, Gate.io, DragonEx, Binance), none of them did show a substantial impact on trading volume post-breach as can be seen in Figure 2.

DragonEx is at the bottom of the diagram, as its daily trade volume is below 100 BTC. The above shows that security breaches do not affect the trade volumes of Bitcoin exchange platforms that continue operations. We have to take into account that some amount of the volume might be fake. However the sustained trading can be explained by the incident response communication by these exchanges. They didn’t include much technical detail with regards to breach TTPs and every briefing assured customers that the exchange platform maintained control of the situation. This is coherent with the security industry best practice of frequent post-breach communication in order to avoid customer attrition [70].

VI. LIMITATIONS

We have made significant effort to include all security breaches of Bitcoin exchanges in our dataset. Like any analysis
driven by open source data, only publicly disclosed breaches can be included. Breaches may not be reported or remain unknown even to the victim. The composition of the dataset depends on the reporting obligation or generally responsible practice of breached parties. Despite this limitation we believe that our dataset is an accurate representation of Bitcoin exchange breaches over the eight years past. Analysis of an ecosystem as a whole provides a better reflection of reality than analysis of individual breaches.

We have based our analysis on official reports, but in some cases strong rumors of exit scams exist. As indicated in the previous section, we have included these in Table 1 in the interest of completeness. Fear, uncertainty and doubt (FUD) are inherent to the Bitcoin community [7] and thus a tacit limitation to any research of the environment.

Furthermore, our classification of breaches is based on current representation of facts in official sources. The reporting of Bitcoin exchange breaches tends to be very light on technical detail, if any. Almost six years after the fact, is still not publicly known how the Mt. Gox breach, with the highest-ever amount of stolen BTC, could have taken place. With exchange regulations in development in several jurisdictions, as well as court cases on breaches currently ongoing, future work is necessary as more details become available.

VII. CONCLUSION
With the amount of fiat currency flowing into the Bitcoin market, exchange platforms are an attractive target for cyber criminal actors. We have analyzed 36 instances of cyber security breaches of Bitcoin exchange platforms, cumulatively accounting for at least 1,156,399 BTC stolen from their legitimate owners. Each of these incidents was facilitated by cyber security of the exchange platform and not the negligence of its users, the legitimate Bitcoin owners.

We have found that in recent years exchanges tend to disclose less technical details on the what and why of a breach compared to their earlier victims in our dataset. With regards to the vector used to breach exchanges, both the use of stolen credentials and the abuse of functionality are decreasing. This is good news, as a decrease of easy attack vectors suggest an increase in the levels of technical security of exchange platforms. Other positive developments are decreased exchange closure due to breaches and a decreasing amount of stolen BTC over recent years. This is partially due to other exchange platforms being willing to block funds directed to them by the attackers and returning those. Although the absolute BTC yield per breach has decreased, exchange platforms remain an interesting target due to increased BTC-USD exchange rate. Funds stored in hot wallets remain the primary target for attackers, as only 2 breaches in our dataset involved cold storage. The vectors used to breach Bitcoin exchanges overlap with those used in the broader financial services industry. Actual theft of funds is however rare in traditional financial services, where mostly personal information is targeted.

As of 2019, exchanges are required to comply with Know Your Customer and Anti-Money Laundering regulations in most jurisdictions. Compliance with such legislation is usually accompanied by stricter cyber security. However compared to other organizations in the financial sector, regulatory oversight on exchange platforms falls short in the protection of customer funds. A deposit insurance system, which provides customer protection in case an exchange becomes insolvent, can be a next step for the Bitcoin ecosystem. Exchange platforms can also take the lead, with recent cooperation in freezing and returning funds to breached exchanges serving as an example. The initiation of mutual aid agreements as prevalent in other industries can help formalize such arrangements.

Yet all cyber threats discussed in this paper are a result of centralization of the ecosystem caused by centralized exchanges. Peer-to-peer trading is not vulnerable to these threats as decentralized exchanges do not store user assets. Decentralized trading however shifts security risk and thus responsibility to the user. Service providers keep building propositions on top of the Bitcoin technology stack, each with its own implications on the core attributes of confidentiality, integrity and availability. Whether the risk is acceptable remains a responsibility of the user, who votes with his or her (Bitcoin) wallet.
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